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ABSTRACT: Spider silk exhibits a combination of outstanding
tensile strength and extensibility unique among all synthetic and
biogenic polymer fibers. It has thus generated great interest to
understand protein-based high-toughness materials and inspired
the design of similar synthetic materials. The unrivaled properties
of silk fibers have been recognized to be intimately related to
their hierarchical structure. However, in the absence of
unambiguous experimental evidence, competing and incompat-
ible structural models of natural silk fibers have been proposed,
some of them including various types of fibrillar components.
Here we show that the fibers of the recluse (Loxosceles) spider
exhibit the typical tensile properties of a very good spider silk and
are entirely composed of 20 nm diameter protein fibrils that are more than 1 μm long. Based on these findings, we developed
the most detailed structural model for any silk directly supported by experimental evidence. Our work suggests that all the key
properties of a spider silk are implemented within a single nanofibril, and we have isolated and imaged such a nanofibril from a
native spider silk fiber. The nanofibril breaking force was estimated to be ≈120 nN. Our work underlines the importance of
nanofibrils and furthers the understanding of the structure−property relationships of silk, with wide-ranging implications for silk
research and the design of silk-inspired high-performance materials.

Spider silk is one of the strongest and toughest natural
materials and has attracted great interest.1,2 However,

despite significant efforts, an experimentally confirmed con-
sensus model of its hierarchical structure has remained elusive.
For some of the dominating structural materials in the living
world based on cellulose3 or collagen,4 it has been shown that
nanofibrils are at the origin of their mechanical performance.5−7

For spider silk, nanofibrils have been widely speculated to play
an important role, however, so far without satisfying
experimental support. The prevalence and exact dimensions of
the hypothesized nanofibrils in native spider silks remain
undetermined; no isolated nanofibrils have been detected.
Here we present the first example of a natural spider silk fiber
that is entirely composed of nanofibrils, yet displays all the
mechanical properties of a strong and tough silk. The nanofibrils
are uniform, featuring cross-sectional dimensions of≈7 nm× 20
nm, which allowed us, for the first time, to estimate the
mechanical properties of spider silk nanofibrils, with potentially
wide-ranging implications for the understanding of the
structure−property relationships of silk.
Previous attempts to detect spider silk nanofibrils have

employed electron,8,9 atomic force (AFM),10−12 and opti-
cal9,13,14 microscopy on cylindrical silk fibers. Nanofibrils have
been observed on the surface of both spider8,12,15 and silkworm
silk,16−18 with diameters of 20−80 nm. However, since the silk
surface only accounts for a small volumetric fraction of the entire
fiber, these results cannot provide information regarding
nanofibrils in the bulk of silk fibers. To expose the interior of
spider silk fibers and determine their structure, chemical or

physical sample treatments have been used, leading to the
observation of internal nanofibrils with diameters of 100−200
nm,9,10,13,14,19 significantly larger than fibrils observed on the
fiber surface. This discrepancy may be due to the harsh sample
treatments employed, potentially altering the material.
Isolated nanofibrils of native spider silk have never been

detected, let alone characterized. Notably, Ling et al.20

chemically exfoliated silkworm fibers and found nanofibrils
with ≈20 nm diameter; however, like in all reports on
nanofibrils, no information on whether they represent a
significant volume fraction of the fiber was provided. In absence
of clear experimental evidence showing internal nanofibrils in
silk fibers, some groups have suggested that silk is predominantly
composed of micellar or granular building blocks.11,21−23

Here we have studied the major ampullate (MA) silk of the
recluse spider (Loxosceles genus, Figure 1a), which the spider
extrudes through a unique flattened nozzle (Figure 1b,c), thus,
featuring a morphology different from all other known spider
silks, a high aspect ratio ribbon, 45−65 nm thin and 6−8 μm
wide (Figure 1d).24−26 Due to its extreme thinness, virtually all
of the fiber material is exposed on the surface, and thus,
complete characterization of the material’s structure using
surface-based methods is possible. Figure 1e features higher-
resolution AFM data acquired on native Loxosceles ribbons
showing closely packed linear structures that are oriented strictly
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parallel to the fiber direction and essentially account for all
material on the surface. Figure 1e also exhibits dot-like surface
protrusions previously termed “nanopapillae”.24 In contrast to
our previous work, the AFM evidence shown here clearly
revealed the presence of nanofibrils as individual, distinct
elements (Figure 1e). Their width was determined as 21.3± 3.3
nm (n = 50) via AFM topography sections of close-packed
nanofibrils (details in the Supporting Information). The
measured widths are in excellent agreement with previously
reported dimensions for surface nanofibrils on fibers from
silkworm,16,18 spider15 and synthetic silks.22 In terms of surface
structure and texture, Loxosceles silk is thus indeed similar to all
other silks. Our goal was to determine whether the thin
Loxosceles ribbons are entirely made out of nanofibrils or if there
is another structural component located between the surfaces.
Our tests to find an additional structural component below

the surface of the ribbons employed several methods. First, we
stretched a silk ribbon to failure and imaged the fracture surface
via AFM (Figure 2a). The brighter region on the right side of
Figure 2a represents a region where one part of the ribbon was
tucked under during sample preparation, thus doubling the
apparent thickness. The average thickness of this individual
ribbon was 57.5 ± 4.5 nm (n = 10), measured via AFM
topography sections across the ribbon edge (see details in Figure

S3). Interestingly, in at least five areas in Figure 2a, indicated by
yellow arrows, the topography at the fractured ribbon edge does
not decrease abruptly, but in a stepped fashion (see details in the
inset of Figures 2a and S4), hinting at a layered ribbon makeup.
The presence of distinct layers was further supported by the
structure of surface defects we observed in a small number of silk
ribbons. Figure 2b features an AFM phase image of the lower
part of an oval-shaped opening exposing nanofibrils in the layer
underneath (inset: topography image showing the entire
defect). The topmost layer of fibrils was seemingly torn open
and moved laterally. Based on this defect and other evidence
highlighted in Figure S5 (Supporting Information), we assessed
the thickness of a single nanofibril layer to be 6.9 ± 2.3 nm.
Consequently, this silk ribbon is≈6−11× as thick as the surface
layer.
To visualize the interior ribbon structure below the surfaces

shown in Figures 1 and 2, an AFM probe was used to
systematically remove a portion of silk on the ribbon surface, an
approach recently used for AFM-based 3D tomography.27 We
scratched the silk ribbon with enough force to penetrate the
surface, albeit with less force than would be required to
penetrate the fiber all the way to the substrate (Figure 3). AFM
topography and optical microscopy images of the resulting long,
narrow trench, with an orientation perpendicular to the fiber axis

Figure 1. (a) Loxosceles laeta spider. (b, c) Flattened Loxosceles spigot from which silk ribbons are extruded (SEM). (d) False-colored SEM overview
image of a Loxosceles ribbon placed on carbon tape. (e) Tapping-mode AFM topography of the ribbon surface. Scale bars: (b) 5 μm; (c) 2 μm; (d) 5
μm; (e) 100 nm.
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are shown in Figure 3a,b. The close-up magnitude image shown
in Figure 3c revealed parallel nanofibrils underneath the surface,
with dimensions and orientation similar to the superficial
nanofibrils. The nanofibrils in the trench were 17.6 ± 1.5 nm (n
= 10) wide, slightly less than superficial fibrils (see Figure S6 for
details), which could be due to sample distortions incurred upon
scratching. As Figure 3a,c show, the debris produced via AFM

scratching was predominantly located on one side of the trench,
as expected from the shape of the AFM probes employed (see
Figure 3a and more details in the Supporting Information).
To evaluate the depth of the scratched trench, two topography

sections were prepared (see Figure 3d), one in the trench
(green) and one on the pristine fiber (blue), with positions
indicated in matching colors in Figure 3c. Apparently, the

Figure 2. (a) 3D-rendered AFM topography of ruptured silk ribbon, folded underneath itself in the right part of the image. Inset: Ruptured ribbon
featuring a stepped edge. Other locations showing such steps are indicated by yellow arrows. (b) AFM phase image showing part of a surface defect.
Inset: Topography image of the examined surface defect (blue arrow). Light blue dotted box: location of panel (b). Scale bars: (a) 1 μm, inset: 100 nm;
(b) 200 nm, inset: 500 nm. Color bar: (a) and its inset: 0−200 nm; (b) +15° to −55°, inset: 40−70 nm (0 nm representing the average height of the
substrate).

Figure 3. (a) 3D-rendered AFM topography with superimposed, schematic representation of AFM probe. Because of probe asymmetry (kite-shaped
cross-section indicated as overlay), debris was mainly deposited on one side of the trench. (b) Optical microscope image of ribbon after scratching,
with yellow arrows indicating the trenches. (c) Magnitude image of the area in the green dotted box in panel (a), showing nanofibrils inside the trench.
These nanofibrils are oriented at an angle because of “AFM scratching”. (d) Cross-sectional profiles taken from locations indicated in panel (c) in
corresponding colors. (e) SEM image of one trench taken immediately after scratching. Ends of nanofibrils can be identified pointing away from the
surface. Scale bars: (b) 10 μm; (c) 200 nm; (e) 1 μm.
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thickness of the material remaining in the trench after scratching
is a little less than 20 nm on average, approximately half of the
original thickness of this particular ribbon, ≈45 nm. Finally, we
also scanned the site by SEM immediately after scratching
(Figure 3e) to capture loose items that would not have appeared
in an AFM image; indeed, Figure 3e shows nanofibril ends
pointing away from the surface. Thus, the AFM and SEM
evidence presented in Figure 3 proves that the LoxoscelesMA silk
fibers entirely consist of nanofibrils. The cross-sectional
dimensions of a nanofibril are ≈20 nm × 7 nm, which means
that a typical ribbon (width 7 μm, thickness 50 nm) is made of
≈2500 nanofibrils. As a matter of fact, our work is the first
demonstration that a silk fiber from any noncribellate spider
species entirely consists of sub-100 nm diameter fibrils;
cribellate spiders spin a quite different type of silk, a loose
three-dimensional network of individual fibrils much thinner
than 1 μm. As shown in the following, this has a profound impact

on the understanding of the structure of silks and on the
properties of silk nanofibrils, which have widely been postulated
but never detected or characterized satisfyingly.
An important observation we made is that the ribbons exhibit

a pronounced tendency to separate along the boundaries of
nanofibrils (see white arrows in Figures 2a and 3e), suggesting
that the bonding between nanofibrils is relatively weak. The
fibrils’ tendency to disjoin became even more evident when we
used a focused ion beam (FIB) to cut a silk ribbon, as shown in
the postcut in situ SEM image (Figure 4a, false-colored).
Interestingly, the fracture area has an appearance akin to a
ruptured piece of textile, with individual nanofibrils pointing in
different directions away from the cutting site. Hence, our AFM
and SEM evidence from ruptured, AFM-cut, and FIB-cut silk
ribbons shows that the binding strength between the fibrils is
small compared to the axial strength of the protein nanofibrils.

Figure 4. (a) In situ SEM image taken after cutting a ribbon (false-colored) using a focused ion beam (FIB) featuring numerous individual nanofibrils
pointing away from the fracture site. (b) Stress−strain curve of a Loxosceles MA silk strand. The values of strength, extensibility, and toughness are
comparable to a typical dragline silk. Right vertical axis: average force applied per individual nanofibril. (c, d) Exposed nanofibrils of a Loxosceles ribbon
following partial dissolution (AFM topography). The fibril indicated by the white dashed line has a length of 1.38 μm. A topography cross-section and
its location on the isolated nanofibril are shown with scales in cyan color. (e) Scheme of structural organization of a Loxosceles silk ribbon. This is the
first time that this level of structural organization has been determined for any silk. Scale bars: (a) 1 μm; (c) 1 μm; (d) 200 nm. Color bar: (c) 0−60 nm,
(d) 0−30 nm.
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Having established that the binding strength between the
fibrils is weak, the length of the nanofibrils becomes critical for
the fiber’s mechanical performance. Short nanofibrils would
likely cause premature failure, because they would slip before
reaching their tensile strength, causing breakdown of the
adhesive interface between nanofibrils. In this scenario, the
fracture surfaces would show numerous pulled out nanofibrils,
akin to what has been shown for the fracture surfaces of silk
fibers of Antheraea yamamai.28 However, none of our SEM or
AFM data shows evidence for this type of failure. To the
contrary, the AFM image of a ruptured ribbon featured in Figure
2a shows a fracture surface following an almost straight, ≈3 μm
long line between points A and B, without any sign of pulled out
nanofibrils. Thus, the nanofibrils are long enough that shear
strength at the fibril−fibril interface was not the limiting factor,
but rather the tensile strength of the nanofibrils themselves. In
this scenario, the ribbon’s mechanical performance is essentially
the sum of the performance of the individual nanofibrils, and
thus, the ribbon represents the mechanical properties of the
average nanofibril.24,25 A typical stress−strain curve of a
Loxosceles ribbon is shown in Figure 4b featuring a strength of
0.90 GPa, an extensibility of 31% and a toughness >150 MJ/m3,
typical values for a good spider dragline silk.2 The measured
strength corresponds to a ribbon breaking force of 300 μN,
meaning that each of the ≈2500 nanofibrils was loaded with
≈120 nN at break. Based on the same scaling, we normalized the
stress−strain behavior to an individual nanofibril (second
vertical axis on the right-hand side of Figure 4b).
For an experimental assessment of the nanofibril length we

first used hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) to partially dissolve
Loxosceles ribbons. Subsequently taken AFM images (Figure
4c,d) show how this procedure loosened the fibrillar arrange-
ment. Most notably, these measurements revealed isolated
nanofibrils from a native spider silk fiber for the first time, such as
the nanofibril highlighted by white dashed lines in Figure 4d.
This fibril was measured to be 1.38 μm long (see Figure S7 for
another, 1.17 μm long fibril). Thus, we found the fibrils to be at
least 10× longer than previously suggested.29 Since HFIP may
have contributed to breaking up and dissolving the fibrils, we
expect them to be much longer in a native fiber. Indeed, our
AFM images clearly resolve individual nanofibrils, and having
reviewed dozens of high-resolution AFM images of Loxosceles
ribbons we have not observed a single case of a fibril ending. This
suggests the possibility that these nanofibrils extend through the
entire ribbon. These observations are in line with our analysis of
fracture surfaces, from which we concluded that the nanofibrils
are long enough to prevent significant slippage.
Having isolated individual nanofibrils also allowed us to carry

out an independent measurement of their cross-sectional
dimensions. The average fibril width was 38.5 ± 6.2 nm
(measured at the base of AFM cross sections); the average fibril
height was 8.2 ± 2.4 nm (n = 7). These findings are in excellent
agreement with our previous and more accurate dimensional
analysis yielding 20 nm × 7 nm, once the broadening due to the
size of the probe (r ≈ 8 nm) is taken into account. A sample
cross-section is displayed as inset in Figure 4c; full experimental
details are shown in the Supporting Information, section 2.6 and
Figure S7.
Interestingly, the diameters of internal nanofibrils we

observed matches the diameters of nanofibrils that had been
observed on the fiber surface of several unrelated species.15,16,18

And while the revealed surface nanofibrils only represent a
negligible volume fraction of these fibers, it is quite possible that

such nanofibrils play an important if not dominant role in the
bulk of these fibers, too. Similarly, exfoliation of silkworm silk
has recently revealed ≈20 nm diameter fibrils.20 In a bottom-up
approach, several works have demonstrated that nanofibrils can
be self-assembled from reconstituted silk protein.30−33 Our own
work carried out with native silkworm protein has recently
demonstrated that shear induces formation of 20 nm diameter
fibrils from untreated, natural protein.34,35 These nanofibrils we
produced in vitro featured a general appearance very similar to
all 20 nm diameter fibrils observed on the surfaces of natural silk
fibers. Based on these observations we believe that there is an
intrinsic self-assembly mechanism causing silk protein in general
to form nanofibrils about 20 nm in diameter. We suspect that
previous works reporting significantly thicker fibrils9,10,19,36 were
limited by imaging resolution or they had altered the fibrillar
structure with preparation techniques too invasive for proteins.
We further suggest that understanding the conditions of
formation of these nanofibrils,34,35 especially because we showed
they are capable of achieving outstanding mechanical properties,
may become important for the synthesis of artificial high-
performance fibers inspired by silk.37−39

In summary, we have shown that LoxoscelesMA silk fibers are
entirely composed of ≈2500 close-packed, loosely bonded
nanofibrils that are highly oriented, parallel to the fiber direction,
with cross-sectional dimensions of 7 nm× 20 nm and lengths >1
μm. We detected isolated nanofibrils from a natural spider silk
fiber for the first time, and determined their breaking strength to
be ≈120 nN. Based on these observations on Loxosceles silk, we
developed themost detailed structural model for any silk directly
supported by experimental evidence, as shown in Figure 4e: (1)
nanofibrils are the sole structural component, giving the silk fiber
its strength; (2) the nanofibrils are loosely bound and aligned
parallel to the fiber direction; (3) these nanofibrils are arranged
in a “pseudo-layered” structure. Since the ribbons exhibit the
outstanding mechanical properties typical of a good spider silk,
we can draw several additional important conclusions from our
model: the outstanding mechanical properties of Loxosceles
ribbons are already implemented at the level of an individual
nanofibril, challenging models employed for other spider silks.
Some had suggested that the skin−core organization of silk
fibers was needed to attain the mechanical properties typical of
spider silk.13,32 Others had considered silk fibers as semicrystal-
line polymer bodies with a three-dimensional distribution of
crystalline regions in an amorphousmatrix.12,40,41 The Loxosceles
ribbons exhibit outstanding properties based on a much simpler
structural organization, entirely based on nanofibrils. The only
remaining task toward a complete understanding of the
hierarchical organization of this material virtually across all
length scales will be to determine the organization of the silk
protein within a nanofibril, identifying crystalline and
amorphous regions, and so on. This will potentially have wide-
ranging implications on the understanding of the structure−
property relations of spider silk and on the engineering of silk-
inspired high-performance fibers.
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